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You don't need to "feel your actual age. states Dr." Bart Kerr, rejuvenation professional and founder
of National Rejuvenation Centers. Dr.s program you will achieve better health, youthful vitality, and a
beautiful appearance at any age – Kerr offers useful, scientifically grounded tips on how to eat, how
exactly to train, and how to reap the benefits of hormone optimization.In RejuveNation: Live Healthier,
Stronger and Happier through Hormone Substitution Therapy, Optimization, Workout and More, Dr.
Right now you too can benefit from his expertise. Along the way he shares the tales of his
individuals and their diverse paths to rejuvenation success. If you are ready to end up being healthier
than you ever believed possible, grab a copy today and get your rejuvenation began! *How to work
through effectively.*How a number of hormone treatments can help improve your time and well-
getting.By following Dr. Kerr’ Kerr offers helped hundreds of men and women over 40 rediscover
the vitality of their youth.an unbeatable combination. After reading RejuveNation, you'll know:*How to
enjoy food--techniques that will help eat less.
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Thanks for bringing recognition and solutions. I certainly recommend reading it for your health Dr.
Kerr has created a publication that is readable - even entertaining sometimes in spite of being filled
with detailed medical history and protocols. I recall the day he showed up as the "new kid" and
there is something about him that let you know that he was not the same as almost every other
high schoolers. The labels on these sections allow the reader to easily locate information again for
reference which I have already done several times when sharing suggestions with others.Because
the years fly by, I have already been taking guidelines towards a healthy lifestyle by modifying my
eating habits and increasing my physical activity but because I did so not understand much about
Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT), I did so not realize how important the role of hormone levels
takes on in this equation. The information contained within this publication makes me want to get
another opinion and support to find a better level of enjoyment in lifestyle that Bart describes. In line
with the experiences comprehensive in RejuveNation, My husband & I are hopeful that prior to the
end of this summer, we will be feeling years younger. The Healthy Trinity Dr. RejuveNation has
assisted me in piecing together a better roadmap for me personally to follow I am a 44 yo fit man
and have been researching and looking to get my hands on anything I can to answer queries that i
have as well as helping me to set realistic goals for myself. Bart was up-front side about the
benefits, dangers and costs and the sections where he related his personal experiences with the
regimens had been very illuminating and brought the information home. This book may be used as
helpful information by both doctors and patients. Eye-opening, entertaining, and relevant for anyone
in the mid-life years! Does it work? The author talked a lot about it's in every the studies. Kerr. Kerr
knows his stuff when it comes to anti-ageing and hormone substitution, as I am an individual. Need
a little bit more scientific data to back up his claims. The Elixir of youth may not exist in Florida,
however, there exists a Book... If you’re considering hormone treatment coupled with an exercise
program, this publication is straight forward and an informative continue reading the subjects. I’m
actually a patent of Dr. Kerr's reserve, Rejuvenation, is written with everyday-lifestyle scenarios
included.! Kerr’s years of study, personal experiences and knowledge have produced among the
globe’s foremost professionals on a subject often baffled and misunderstood by many. If your
location makes going to his National Rejuvenation Middle in Florida impractical, this book is your next
best option.The book covers hormone treatment and exercise (essential) in the same candid clear to
see fashion I experienced when working with Dr. Nevertheless, I don't keep in mind him referencing
one study. Need scientific tests to back again his claims . If feeling stronger and having more energy
at 68 than I did at 48 means anything, if receiving constant compliments from close friends, family
members and also strangers means anything, the solution is YES! A lifetime of wellness and fitness
details in an an easy task to digest book!. Kerr is an individual friend and somebody I've known
since we were in High School. The format of the chapters divided into "bite-sized" sections makes it
easy to "digest"... If yes, then this publication was written for you.There's a ton of great information in
the book about diet and exercise, which for me was a skim through because I currently learned this
stuff from Bart when we were too youthful to vote!Having browse the book I can say that I am both
intrigued simply by the information on hormone therapy, training and diet and delighted to listen to
the same warm and engaging design which Bart has already established since I've known him.
How many high school children are reading study papers and medical textbooks on nourishment,
endocrinology and fitness other than Bart? It is definitely no surprise to discover him writing on a
subject that he was an expert on before he was legal to drink a beer! Feeling some of the same
"blahs" that he describes, in spite of becoming in what I consider great physical condition, I am very
interested in understanding how to believe that same sense of "coolness" again about existence,
which Bart describes so well in this reserve. I'm a military veteran and get my health care at the VA



and also have been told that my testosterone can be "sufficient", being in the low-middle of the
number. After reading RejuveNation, I am eager to put some of what I discovered to work as
quickly as possible, as is definitely my husband. Bart and I became friends and I learned even more
about nutrition and conditioning during our friendship, before Bart even graduated senior high school,
than I've learned in university classes on a single subjects. He still includes a fantastic foundation in
exercise and nourishment and it's been enhanced by his lifelong learning and commitment in the
topic.Dr.The sections on endocrinology are interesting and I enjoyed both parts where there have
been significant benefits along with some that didn't seem to do very much, particularly for the cost.
His fitness advice has shown me my fitness center routine needs adjustment with respect to
intensity and when I really do my cardio.My only regret is We am too far away to visit Bart's
rejuvenation center to get tested and get my amounts right! This publication has me very interested
in figuring out how I could achieve the amount of wellness, fitness and also happiness that the many
patient stories he shares illustrated. Important information for anybody who's not getting more
youthful! Are you in your 40s-60s? Do you complain of apathy, fatigue, sleep difficulties, and/or
weight gain? Five Stars lots of good information Excellent-easy to ready!more focused, more
intent.Learn from Dr. Kerr and how his approach to Restoration Medicine will have you feeling like a
twenty-something. See how hormone optimization, diet, and exercise all come together to transform
the lives of individuals just like you with many real-people success stories. His concentrate on
tailoring applications to all ages, genders and offering concrete types of how various options work
for some and not for others is really illuminating. Kerr does a great job at communicating the
information in a great way without too much medical jargon. This publication in addition has caused
me to improve an eyebrow as I now wonder if my 46-year older self is just feeling his age or
whether varying hormone levels are out of stability. Do you long for the energy and vitality of your
youth?. Kerr gives a fantastic summary of hormones and just why BioIdentical... Dr. Exercise is
important, but sometimes there just needs to be a little more stability in one's life. Perfect weekend
read for anyone over 35 feeling a little less energy, foggy headed or not really sleeping like you
utilized to! Dr. Kerr cut out all of the extra fluff and shares the real deal on the importance of WHY
having balanced hormones and why it really is so critical! Love it! Dr.Kerr talks about the things we
can control about our health and wellness on our very own, like nutrition and fitness routines, but
also sheds light about what we can not see or control without specialist help - the chemistry of
hormones. RejuveNation does all that and more. RejuveNation offers assisted me in piecing together
a better roadmap for me to check out. RejuveNation is well crafted and you feel that the author is
speaking right to you. I possess picked up many books and periodicals in my quest however they
appear to loose my interest. I have recommended this publication to friends and can continue to
achieve this.Very helpful book... Dr.. Dr. Kerr and have been for almost three years. The truth that
patients have tried, found effective outcomes, and rave about how much better their standard of
living is makes me even more intrigued to understand even more about this topic. I assume this
"slump" is unavoidable in life; so correcting it with natural and non-medicated remedies is
practical.makes so much sense! Being as accurate to one's body simply because you can is just
about the best gift one can give themselves. Thank you, Dr. Kerr, for presenting us with this
understanding and awareness. This is essential read for anyone who has hit ‘the wall’ in life. I
currently knew that Dr. There have been no footnotes. The publication is well and written, and
guides visitors through the pertinent factors quickly. Since I am following the program, I'm feeling a
lot more energetic. My workouts are getting better results. I look and feel like I do years back. Read
it - then go see him!
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